New eComment for Planning Commission Hearing

Alyssa Brodsky submitted a new eComment.

Meeting: Planning Commission Hearing


eComment: As a composter for Food2Soil and a local farmer, I am very excited by the changes made to allow residents and farms to compost. I look forward to improving the health of my soil with the compost I make, and working to divert more food scraps from the landfill. Thank you to the committee working on this- they worked diligently to clearly communicate complex ideas, they listened to our concerns and expertise, and have created a space for farms and community composting to succeed in composting.
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Hannah Gbeh submitted a new eComment.

Meeting: Planning Commission Hearing


eComment: The San Diego County Farm Bureau appreciates County staff working very closely with the agricultural community to ensure these regulations will be achievable and of use to our local farmers.
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Sarah Boltwala submitted a new eComment.

Meeting: Planning Commission Hearing


eComment: I am writing on behalf of Food2Soil and community composters all over San Diego who are interested in transforming foodscraps into soil, jobs and resilient local economies. The unincorporated areas of San Diego county were thus far closed for common sense, community scale composting. These changes will allow residents to be able to compost for their neighbors and participate in the Soil Farmer program thus building a robust network of decentralized community scale composting across San Diego.
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Jill Selders submitted a new eComment.

Meeting: Planning Commission Hearing


eComment: These changes would benefit our community, enhance education and most importantly support the earth. By making composting accessible to everyone for the benefit of local soil is an essential part of becoming carbon neutral or better. (Composter with Food2soil)
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